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CONVICTION REINSTATED IN
OREGON MURDER CASE

Unanimous Court Rejects Ninth Circuit Ruling
On January 19, the United States Su-

preme Court unanimously reversed a
2009 Ninth Circuit ruling and reinstated
the conviction of Oregon murderer Randy
Joseph Moore.  The majority opinion of
seven Justices found that the Ninth Circuit
ruling was “doubly wrong.”  It was one of
three high court decisions announced in
January which unanimously reversed
Ninth Circuit rulings.

At issue in the case of Premo v.
Moore was whether the defense
attorney’s decision not to seek suppres-
sion of his client’s confession constituted
ineffective assistance of counsel, invali-
dating the murderer’s plea bargain.

The Criminal Justice Legal Foundation
had joined the case to encourage a deci-

sion overturning the Ninth Circuit ruling,
arguing that the Oregon court’s decision
to reject Moore’s claim of ineffective as-
sistance of counsel was correct and en-
titled to deference.

Writing for the Court, Associate Jus-
tice Anthony Kennedy noted that in order
to overturn the state court’s decision, “the continued on last page

Court of Appeals had to conclude that
both findings would have involved an un-
reasonable application of clearly estab-
lished federal law,” and later, in drawing
that conclusion, “the Court of Appeals
erred, for the state-court decision was not
an unreasonable application” of federal
law.   “The Court of Appeals was wrong to
accord scant deference to counsel’s judg-
ment, and doubly wrong to conclude it
would have been unreasonable to find that
the defense attorney qualified as counsel
for Sixth Amendment purposes,” wrote
Kennedy.

The case involved the kidnapping and
murder of Kenneth Rogers on December
7, 1995.  On that day, Moore and others

Randy Joseph Moore

SUPREME COURT REBUKES
NINTH CIRCUIT IN UNANIMOUS DECISION

In a January 19 decision without dis-
sent, the U. S. Supreme Court reinstated
the robbery/murder conviction of a Sacra-
mento man.

The principal issue in Harrington v.
Richter was whether a 2009 Ninth Circuit
ruling, authored by activist Judge Stephen
Reinhardt, violated a federal law that re-
stricts a federal court from overturning a
state court judgment merely because the
federal court disagreed with the result.

The high court opinion by Associate
Justice Anthony Kennedy rebuked the
Ninth Circuit, stating that the California
Supreme Court’s ruling to deny the
murderer’s claim was “well within the
bounds of a reasonable judicial determi-
nation.”

The opinion noted that the Antiterror-
ism and Effective Death Penalty Act of

1996 (AEDPA), specifically §2254(d), is
a bar to relitigation unless a specific ex-
ception applies.  It stressed this point stat-
ing, “the Court of Appeals gave §2254(d)
no operation or function in its reasoning.
Its analysis illustrates a lack of deference
to the state court’s determination and an
improper intervention in state criminal
processes, contrary to the purpose and
mandate of AEDPA and to the now well-
settled meaning and function of habeas
corpus in the federal system.”

The decision utilized arguments from
an amicus curiae (friend of the court)
brief submitted by the Criminal Justice
Legal Foundation.

“For 14 years, the Ninth Circuit has
evaded the requirements of an important
Act of Congress. The Supreme Court took
them to the woodshed and deservedly so,”

said the Foundation’s Legal Director Kent
Scheidegger.

The case involved the conviction of
Joshua Richter for the murder of one man
and the attempted murder of another dur-
ing a robbery.  The crimes occurred early
on December 19, 1994, at the Sacramento
home of marijuana dealer Joshua
Johnson.  The previous evening, Richter
and an accomplice, Christian Brans-
combe, visited Johnson and his friend
Patrick Klein.  After Richter and Brans-
combe left, Johnson fell asleep in his bed-
room while Klein slept on the living room
couch.  Early the next morning, Johnson
awoke to find Richter and Branscombe
stealing his gun safe from the bedroom
closet.  At trial, Johnson testified that
when he got out of bed, Branscombe shot
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CJLF SEEKS
DECISION TO LIMIT

THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE
The United States Supreme Court has

agreed to review the 2008 conviction of
Willie Gene Davis for being a convicted
felon in possession of a firearm—a crime
under federal law.  At issue in this case is
Davis’s claim that his conviction is uncon-
stitutional because the police search, which
uncovered his gun, although considered le-
gal under the precedents in force at the
time, is now an illegal search after a 2009
Supreme Court ruling in another case (Ari-
zona v. Gant).  Under the current federal
exclusionary rule, Davis’s gun could not
have been introduced as evidence against
him.  The Supreme Court requires that
changes it announces in search and seizure
law must be applied retroactively to cases
on direct appeal.

The Criminal Justice Legal Foundation
has joined the case of Davis v. United
States to encourage a precedent-setting de-
cision which creates an exception to the ex-
clusionary rule for incriminating evidence
discovered by a search that was considered
proper at the time it was conducted.

“The purpose of the exclusionary rule is
to deter police from conducting illegal
searches by prohibiting the fruits of such
searches to be used as evidence,” said
CJLF Legal Director Kent Scheidegger.
“That purpose is not served when, at the
time of the search, it was authorized by pre-
cedent and the police did nothing wrong.
The only result in such circumstances is
that a guilty, and possibly dangerous, crimi-
nal goes free,” he added.

The case involves an April 27, 2007 traf-
fic stop for excessive noise in Greenville,
Alabama.   The driver appeared to be under
the influence and, after failing sobriety
tests, was arrested.  Willie Gene Davis was
a passenger in the car.  When an officer
asked Davis for his name, Davis, who
smelled of alcohol and was slurring his
speech, stated that he was “Ernest Harris.”
Noticing that Davis was fidgeting with his
jacket pockets, the officer asked him to
leave his jacket on and exit the car.  As
Davis got out, he zipped his jacket pocket
and left the jacket on the seat.  After a by-

stander told the officer that the passenger’s
name was actually Willie Davis, the officer
arrested him for providing a false name to a
law enforcement officer.  The officer then
searched the vehicle and found a revolver
in Davis’s jacket pocket.  Both suspects
were handcuffed and transported to the po-
lice station, and the car was impounded.

At trial, Davis moved to suppress the
gun, arguing that the search of his jacket
was illegal.  After this motion was denied,
Davis was convicted of being a felon in
possession of a firearm and was sentenced
to prison.

While Davis’s case was pending on ap-
peal in 2009, the U. S. Supreme Court an-
nounced its decision in Arizona v. Gant,
which held that a police search of a vehicle
without a warrant is only allowed if the sus-
pect is unsecured and able to reach into the
vehicle, or if it is reasonable to believe that
evidence related to the crime might be
found in the vehicle.

The Court of Appeals ruled that while
the search of the car was illegal under
Gant, the exclusionary rule did not apply
because the officer was following the law
as it existed at the time of the search. As
support for its holding, the Court of Ap-
peals cited the Supreme Court’s 1984 deci-
sion in United States v. Leon (which CJLF
helped win), which provided an exception
to the rule for officers acting in “good
faith.”

When the Supreme Court agreed to hear
Davis’s appeal of that holding, the Criminal
Justice Legal Foundation joined the case.
In a scholarly amicus curiae (friend of the
court) brief, CJLF argues that excluding in-
criminating evidence found during a
search, which was considered lawful at the
time, does not serve the purpose of the ex-
clusionary rule—which is to deter police
from conducting unlawful searches.  The
Foundation is encouraging a decision to
uphold the Court of Appeals’ correct find-
ing that, in the circumstances of this case,
the evidence can and should be admissible.
Watch for a ruling on this important case in
an upcoming Advisory.

Advisory layout design by Irma H. Abella
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MAJOR VICTORY FOR
LAW ENFORCEMENT AND FEDERALISM

In a unanimous February 23 decision, the United States Su-
preme Court reversed a federal Ninth Circuit ruling that had found
California’s deadline for filing state habeas corpus petitions inad-
equate.  At issue in the case of Walker v. Martin was whether
federal courts may overlook rules governing state habeas corpus
proceedings simply because, in the federal court’s opinion, the
rules have not been rigidly applied.

The Criminal Justice Legal Foundation had joined the case to
argue that federal courts should not be allowed to ignore state pro-
cedural rules, such as deadlines for filing a state habeas petition,
so long as a defendant had adequate notice of the rule and a rea-
sonable opportunity to comply with it.  The Court’s precedent-set-
ting decision utilized the Foundation’s arguments.

“This decision is important because federal courts routinely
find state rules governing when and how criminal defendants
present their claims inadequate,” said CJLF Legal Director Kent
Scheidegger.  “The Supreme Court has now clarified the standard
for an adequate state rule, limiting a federal court’s ability to brush
them aside in order to give guilty murderers additional years of
review,” he added.

The case involved the conviction of Charles W. Martin for the
murder of Charles Stapleton, whose body was found in 1986 by
children playing along the banks of the Sacramento River.

Stapleton had been stabbed eight times in the neck, back, and
throat.  The children also found Martin’s wallet nearby.  A few
days later, Martin’s girlfriend made statements further implicating
him in the crime.  Martin was convicted of first-degree murder
and sentenced to life without the possibility of parole.

Martin appealed his conviction, challenging the prosecution’s
use of his girlfriend’s statement at trial.  The California Court of
Appeal rejected his claim and affirmed his conviction.  The Cali-
fornia Supreme Court declined to review his case in April 1997.

Ten months later, Martin sought further review of his convic-
tion by filing a state habeas petition in the California Superior
Court.  This time, Martin attacked the performance of his trial at-
torney and claimed errors related to the jury pool and jury instruc-
tions.  The petition was denied.  Martin filed similar petitions in
the California Court of Appeal and the California Supreme Court,
both of which were denied.

In 2002, after an unsuccessful attempt at federal habeas relief
and nearly five years after his first appeal was final, Martin filed
another state habeas petition making several new allegations.  The
California Supreme Court denied the petition, ruling the claims
were defaulted because Martin had waited too long to make them.

Martin again turned to the federal court.  The Federal District
Court determined that, because Martin had gone past the time

limit to present his claims in state court, the federal
court could not address them.  On appeal, the Ninth
Circuit ordered the District Court to overlook
California’s deadline and address the challenges
Martin raised to his conviction.  The Ninth Circuit
determined that California’s deadline rule, which
requires that a state habeas petition be filed “as
promptly as the circumstances allow” absent a
good excuse for the delay, was inadequate to block
the federal court from hearing Martin’s claims.  In
support of its ruling, the Ninth Circuit noted that
California had not “consistently applied” the rule.

For the U. S. Supreme Court review of that rul-
ing, the Foundation introduced a scholarly amicus
curiae (friend of the court) brief to argue that fed-
eral courts should not be allowed to ignore state
rules.  California and other states have the authority
to set deadlines and other rules for their own ha-
beas corpus proceedings, and the federal courts
should not be allowed to arbitrarily invalidate them
unless they place an unreasonable burden on the
defendant or violate the Constitution or U. S. Su-
preme Court precedent.

“The evasion of the ‘procedural default’ rule in
the Ninth Circuit, and to a lesser extent in other cir-
cuits, is a major source of delay in habeas litiga-
tion,” said Scheidegger.  “Although this was not a
death penalty case, the problem is most acute in
capital cases, where execution of the judgment is
often delayed for decades,” he added.

Supreme Court Overturns Ninth Circuit in Murder Case

visit www.cjlf.org

CJLF is on the Web!  An overview of
CJLF, reports on Foundation cases
and the legal arguments filed, press
releases, and a listing of publications
are available on CJLF’s Website.

Persons interested in our work can
communicate with CJLF via e-mail
at
http://www.cjlf.org/contact.htm.

Also, check out our blog, Crime &
Consequences, offering a fresh per-

spective on crime and law.  For news and commentary
on major criminal justice issues go to:

www.crimeandconsequences.com
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B O X S C O R E
An accounting of the state and federal court decisions handed down over the past year on cases in
which CJLF was a participant.  Rulings favoring CJLF positions are listed as WINS, unfavorable
rulings are LOSSES, and rulings which have left the issue unsettled are DRAWS.

continued on page 5

WINWalker v. Martin:  2/23/11.  Unanimous U. S. Supreme Court decision utilizing CJLF arguments to reverse a 2009
Ninth Circuit ruling that had found California’s deadline for filing state habeas corpus petitions inadequate.  Charles
Martin was convicted on strong evidence and sentenced to life in prison for the 1986 stabbing murder of a Sacramento
man.  After years of successive attempts to overturn his conviction, Martin’s final petition raising new claims was
dismissed by both state and federal courts for violating a state rule which requires claims be filed in a timely manner.  In
2009, the Ninth Circuit overturned the lower court’s decisions and granted additional review of Martin’s claims.  CJLF
joined the appeal of that ruling to argue that federal courts should not be allowed to ignore state procedural rules, so long
as a defendant had adequate notice of the rule and a reasonable opportunity to comply with it.

WINPremo v. Moore:  1/19/11.  Unanimous U. S. Supreme Court decision reinstating the conviction of an Oregon murderer.
The decision utilized CJLF arguments to unanimously overturn a 2009 Ninth Circuit ruling which had announced that
the murderer’s lawyer was ineffective.  Randy Moore admitted to kidnapping a man and then killing him with a gunshot
to the temple, but claimed that the single-action revolver went off accidently.  His defense attorney negotiated a plea deal
which spared Moore from the possibility of a death sentence. Years later, the Ninth Circuit invalidated the conviction,
ruling that the defense attorney should have sought to have the confession excluded.  CJLF joined the state’s appeal to
argue that the Ninth Circuit ruling ignored key facts and violated limits on its authority.

WINHarrington v. Richter:  1/19/11.  Unanimous U. S. Supreme Court decision utilizing CJLF arguments to reverse a
2009 Ninth Circuit ruling that overturned the robbery/murder conviction of a Sacramento man.  After his conviction on
strong evidence, Joshua Richter’s claim, that his attorney had been ineffective, was reviewed and summarily rejected by
the California Supreme Court, the Federal District Court, and a three-judge Ninth Circuit panel.  An en banc eleven-
judge Ninth Circuit panel overturned all three courts, finding California’s high court decision unreasonable.  In the U. S.
Supreme Court, CJLF argued that the California court’s judgment was reasonable and entitled to deference.  The high
court ruling noted this, protecting thousands of convictions nationwide.

WINUnited States v. Ghailani:  7/13/10.  Federal District Court decision rejecting the claim of a suspected terrorist, who
President Obama decided to try in civil court, that his detention by the military as an enemy combatant at Guantanamo
Bay violated his constitutional right to a speedy trial.  Ghailani, who has since been convicted of the 1998 bombings of
two U. S. embassies killing 223 people, was joined by the Center for Constitutional Rights in arguing that because his
rights were violated, he must be set free.  At the invitation of the District Judge in this case, CJLF introduced argument
noting that the suspected terrorist was a military prisoner being held for national security reasons before the government
decided to give him a trial in civil court.  He had no speedy trial right during this period.  The federal judge agreed.

LOSSHolland v. Florida:  6/14/2010.  U. S. Supreme Court ruling upholding a Florida murderer’s claim that the time limit
for filing his petition for a fifth review of his case should be waived.  Albert Holland was convicted on overwhelming
evidence of murdering a Florida police officer.  While Holland’s claims of trial error and ineffective assistance of
counsel were reviewed four times by state courts, including two reviews in the Florida Supreme Court, his lawyer failed
to meet the deadline for filing a petition for re-review of these claims on federal habeas corpus.  In the Supreme Court,
Holland and the ACLU claimed that the lower federal courts are entitled to waive the time limit to prevent an injustice.
At Florida’s invitation, CJLF joined the case to argue that Congress adopted the time limits to prevent unwarranted delay
and specified the exceptions that would be allowed.  The Court ruled to allow exceptions beyond those specified by
Congress.

WINBerghuis v. Thompkins:  6/1/2010.  U. S. Supreme Court decision reinstating the conviction of a Michigan murderer.
Habitual criminal Van Thompkins was found guilty of the gang-style shooting of two men, killing one.  Following his
arrest, Thompkins was read his Miranda rights and was questioned for three hours.  While he did not ask for an attorney,
he did limit his responses to “yeah,” “no,” or “I don’t know.”  Finally, the detective asked him if he wanted God to forgive
him for the killing.  Thompkins answered, “yes.”  Substantial evidence of guilt, including his admission, resulted in a
guilty verdict.  Four courts denied Thompkins’ claim that his admission of guilt should have been excluded from trial
because the questioning violated his right to remain silent.  Later, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed,
announcing that his limited responses to questioning demonstrated that he did not want to talk to the police.  CJLF had
joined the Supreme Court appeal of that ruling to argue that the Sixth Circuit ignored federal rules requiring it to defer
to the state court’s reasonable decision when it overturned Thompkins’ conviction. The Court’s 5-4 decision agreed.
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TOTAL 8 Wins 3 Losses 0 Draws

“BOXSCORE”
  continued from page 4

LOSSGraham v. Florida:  5/17/2010.  U. S. Supreme Court ruling invalidating state laws that allow the sentencing of
repeat juvenile offenders who commit violent crimes before their 18th birthday to life without parole (LWOP).
Defendant Graham had multiple convictions for violent crimes as a juvenile and received LWOP.  In the Supreme
Court, the defendant, along with at least 15 organizations including the NAACP and Amnesty International, filed
briefs asking the Court to prohibit states from allowing an LWOP sentence for their worst juvenile criminals in non-
homicide cases.  CJLF joined the case to argue that the Constitution has left decisions regarding the sentencing of
criminals to the states and that the public has the right to protect itself from violent, repeat offenders regardless of their
age. The Court adopted the ACLU position.

LOSSPeople v. Superior Court (Pearson):  4/8/2010.  California Supreme Court decision rejecting the claim that
legislation adopted in 2002 by the California Legislature, which expanded the discovery rights of condemned
murderers, violated a ballot measure adopted by voters in 1990.  The measure, Proposition 115, requires that
legislation changing the rules of criminal discovery must be adopted by a super majority.  The bill adopted in 2002
passed by a simple majority.  CJLF joined the case of Barnett v. Superior Court, involving a convicted murderer
who sought the expanded discovery provided by the bill, to argue that the bill was invalid.  The same claim was raised
in the Pearson case.  The Court’s opinion, announcing that the legislation expanding criminal discovery rights did
not violate Proposition 115, settled the issue in both cases.

WINBerghuis v. Smith:  3/30/10.  U. S. Supreme Court decision rejecting a murderer’s claim that his conviction was
invalid because the jury selection process did not maintain a racial quota.  Diapolis Smith was convicted of second-
degree murder for the fatal shooting of a man during an argument in a bar in Grand Rapids, Michigan.  To address
his bias claim, a hearing was conducted to review the process for summoning citizens to jury duty.  Evidence showed
that, while the system was color-blind, the percentage of blacks excused for childcare and transportation hardship was
greater than for whites.  Experts testified that far more blacks than whites in the county were unemployed, single
mothers and that fewer black households owned automobiles.  Based upon this, the Michigan Supreme Court held
that there was no systematic bias in the process.  Later, the Federal Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals overturned Smith’s
conviction, concluding that there was racial bias.  CJLF  joined the case to argue that the Federal court ruling was
improper because, based upon the evidence, the state court’s holding was not unreasonable, and that a requirement
for racial quotas would force single mothers and those without transportation to serve.

WINValdivia v. Schwarzenegger:  3/25/10.  Unanimous Federal Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decision upholding
a key provision of California’s Proposition 9, which changed the state process for revoking the parole of criminals
who violate parole conditions or commit new crimes.  Proposition 9 adopted procedures required by the U. S.
Supreme Court and utilized by other states.  Since 2004, California’s parole revocation process has been governed
by a federal injunction to settle a lawsuit by criminals who claimed that their rights had been violated.  The
injunction had granted more rights to parolees than required by the Supreme Court, added costs to the process, and
placed additional burdens on crime victims and law enforcement.  In March 2009, the same federal judge who
ordered the injunction ruled that the parole reforms in Proposition 9 were unconstitutional. CJLF joined the state’s
appeal of that ruling to argue that the federal judge overstepped his authority and ignored precedent in order to
prevent enforcement of a constitutional amendment adopted to balance the rights of criminals with those of crime
victims and law-abiding Californians.

WINMaryland v. Shatzer:  2/24/10.  U. S. Supreme Court case involving a habitual sex offender found guilty of
molesting his three-year-old son.  In 2003, while Michael Shatzer was in prison for molesting another child, his son
told a social worker about an incident involving oral sex with his father.  When a police investigator met with
Shatzer in prison to question him, Shatzer invoked his Miranda rights and refused to discuss the matter without
an attorney present.  Because the three-year-old victim was the only witness, the case was closed.  Three years later,
when Shatzer’s son, then six, was more capable of describing the incident, the case was reopened and another
detective visited Shatzer in prison.  This time Shatzer waived his Miranda rights and admitted that he had
molested his child.  Following his failure to suppress the confession, Shatzer was convicted.  Maryland’s highest
court overturned the conviction on appeal, citing a Supreme Court holding in Edwards v. Arizona, which involved
a second interrogation of a suspect the day after he had refused to answer questions.  When the Supreme Court
agreed to review that ruling, CJLF joined the case to argue that the Edwards decision did not apply because
Shatzer was already a prison inmate with no expectation of being set free if he cooperated and because 2½ years
had lapsed between the two interviews.  The high court agreed.
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“COURT REBUKES”
  continued from front page

him, knocking him to the floor.  A moment later Johnson heard an-
other gunshot and the sound of voices outside the house.  When the
wounded Johnson entered the living room, he saw Klein lying on
the couch bleeding.  In addition to his gun safe, his handgun and
backpack containing $6,000 were missing.

Police, responding to Johnson’s call, determined that Klein had
been shot twice and was dead. Detectives found one .22 caliber
shell casing and one .32 caliber shell casing on the living room
floor.  They also found blood on the bedroom floor and blood spat-
ter on the wall.  The next day Richter and Branscombe were ar-
rested after police found the gun safe, Johnson’s backpack, and .22
caliber bullets of the same brand used to kill Klein in Richter’s
home.  During questioning, Richter told police he was being “set
up” and that his pickup had not been at the crime scene.

At trial, the prosecutor introduced evidence including Johnson’s
testimony, the stolen items found at Richter’s house, and Richter’s
fingerprints on the stolen gun safe.  Medical evidence indicated
that Klein had suffered two gunshot wounds.  One was from a .22
caliber gun and the other was from a .32 caliber gun. Prosecution
experts testified that, based on the location of the blood and the
position of Klein’s body, he had been killed on the couch.  The
prosecution theory was that the .32 caliber gun that Branscombe
used to shoot Johnson was also used by Branscombe to shoot
Klein, and the .22 caliber gun used to shoot Klein was fired by
Richter.  On the witness stand, Richter blamed Branscombe for the
shootings.  He testified that when he and Branscombe returned to
Johnson’s home, he waited outside in his truck while Branscombe
went inside.  After hearing gunshots, Richter said he rushed into
the house and found Klein’s body on the floor by the bedroom door
and Johnson unconscious on the bed.  Richter then reported that
Branscombe grabbed the guns and they both fled in Richter’s
truck, later throwing the weapons into a marsh.

On appeal, Richter made a number of claims that his trial attor-
ney failed to effectively represent him.  His claims on direct appeal
were rejected by the California Court of Appeal, and the California
Supreme Court denied review.  Richter then filed his petition for
review on habeas corpus in the California Supreme Court. His ar-
gument this time was that his attorney failed to challenge the expert
testimony indicating that Klein was shot and killed on the couch,
which conflicted with Richter’s testimony.  The California Su-
preme Court summarily denied this claim. Later, on federal habeas
corpus, a Federal District Judge and a three-judge panel of the
Ninth Circuit also reviewed and rejected the claim.  Richter’s luck
changed when an 11-judge panel of the Ninth Circuit, hearing his
appeal en banc, overturned his conviction.  The 7-4 ruling an-
nounced that the California Supreme Court’s decision to deny his
ineffective assistance of counsel claim, and by inference the deci-
sions of the District Court and the smaller Ninth Circuit panel,
were “objectively unreasonable.”

When the U. S. Supreme Court agreed to hear California’s ap-
peal of that ruling, it asked for argument on an additional ques-
tion—whether a state court’s summary disposition, which does not
include a detailed opinion, is entitled to receive the same deference
by the federal courts as a decision with a written opinion.

The CJLF’s brief argued that a state court’s summary disposi-
tion should be presumed to be on the merits, unless otherwise
noted, and therefore does qualify for deference from the federal
courts.  The Foundation noted that the AEDPA requirement for
deference applies to any claim adjudicated on the merits by a state
court.

“The Supreme Court’s decision in this case reaffirms that fed-
eral courts are barred from relitigating claims properly decided by
state courts.  Also, the Court held that summary dispositions, which
occur annually in thousands of criminal cases, are entitled to the
same protection,” said Scheidegger.

The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
has jurisdiction in nine western states:  Montana, Idaho,
Nevada, Arizona, California, Oregon, Washington, Alaska,
and Hawaii.  It has long been notorious as the court most
frequently reversed by the United States Supreme Court.

The Ninth Circuit’s record is particularly dismal on ha-
beas corpus petitions by state prisoners, where that court
considers attacks on state criminal judgments already re-
viewed and affirmed by the state courts.  The accompany-
ing table shows the Ninth Circuit habeas cases reviewed
by the Supreme Court in the past two terms plus the cur-
rent term through February.

Not only is the reversal rate 100%, seven out seven re-
versed, but the number of unanimous reversals is particu-
larly striking.  In five out of seven cases, not a single Jus-
tice on the ideologically diverse Supreme Court thought
the Ninth Circuit’s judgment was correct.  This is not a
simple case of a “conservative” higher court reversing a
“liberal” lower one on matters where there is reasonable
disagreement about the law.  This is a case of a lawless
court defying the controlling statutes and precedents, issu-
ing clearly wrong decisions in favor of the most brutal mur-
derers and rapists.

As the President and Senate consider filling vacancies
on this court, the first priority should be to appoint judges
who will respect and obey the law in this area.

A Court Gone Berserk
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In recent weeks the Supreme
Court utilized CJLF arguments to
overturn three pro-criminal Ninth
Circuit rulings.   Last summer, a fed-
eral court in New York used our argu-
ments to reject a Muslim terrorist’s
claim that he must be set free because
our army violated his constitutional
rights.  Your past support made it pos-
sible for our Foundation to win these
important victories.  With your help, we
can continue to fight for the safety of
law-abiding Americans during these
dangerous times.  Make your 2011, tax-
deductible contribution today by clip-
ping and mailing the card on the right
along with your check.  Or, visit
www.cjlf.org to use your credit card.
Many thanks!

Case Report A Summary of Foundation Cases Currently Before the Courts

Tolentino v. New York:  U. S. Supreme review of a defendant’s
claim that information from his DMV record could not be
introduced at his trial for driving with a suspended license.  The case
involves the 2005 traffic stop of Jose Tolentino by New York City
police.  During the stop, officers checked Tolentino’s DMV record
and found that he was driving on a suspended license and had at
least ten suspensions.  Prior to his trial, he sought to have his DMV
record suppressed, arguing that the traffic stop was illegal and
therefore introduction of his record violated the exclusionary rule.
The New York courts ruled that, whether or not the traffic stop was
unlawful, the government’s own records are not subject to
suppression.  Last fall, the U. S. Supreme Court agreed to review the
case to settle a conflict between courts.  CJLF has joined the case
seeking a decision to pare back the exclusionary rule.  We argue that
a person’s identity and criminal record are already in the
government’s possession, and therefore not the fruit of an illegal
search.  A decision favoring the defendant in this case could result in
the suppression of records identifying a person as a wanted
criminal, if the police stop is determined to be improper.

Brown v. Plata:  U. S. Supreme Court review of a ruling by a panel
of federal judges ordering California to release 46,000 criminals
from prison to relieve overcrowding and improve inmate health
care.  The order also requires a cap on the number of newly
convicted felons who can be sentenced to prison.   If upheld, the
order would force California to return to the weakened sentencing
policy adopted in the 1960s that resulted in a 20-year crime wave
and tripled violent crime and homicide rates.  CJLF has joined the
case to encourage a decision overturning the release order. The
Foundation argues that the three judges who issued the order ignored
critical evidence regarding prison conditions. The Foundation also
points out that in 2007, when Chief Judge Mary Schroeder, Chief
Judge of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, appointed the panel,
she violated the spirit of the controlling Act of Congress.  The Prison
Litigation Reform Act required a three-judge panel for prisoner
release orders in order to have a balance between the political and
philosophical points of view on inmate rights and public safety.  In
spite of this, she chose Ninth Circuit Judge Stephen Reinhardt, who
is nationally recognized for his anti-law enforcement bias, and the
two district judges who had already ruled in favor of inmates in
lawsuits regarding prison conditions.

Davis v. United States:  U. S. Supreme Court case to hear the
appeal of an Alabama man convicted under federal law of being a
felon in possession of a firearm.  During a lawful traffic stop,
police asked passenger Willie Davis to exit the car.  After Davis
was arrested for falsely identifying himself, police found a
revolver in the pocket of the jacket he left in the car.  At the time,
the search of his jacket was considered legal, but two years later, in
a different case, the Supreme Court ruled that such a search would
be unlawful. On appeal, Davis argues that his conviction is invalid
because the change in search rules should be applied retroactively
to exclude his gun.  CJLF argues that the purpose of the
exclusionary rule, which is to deter illegal searches, is not served
when police have correctly followed controlling precedents.  The
Foundation is seeking a decision which creates an exception in the
exclusionary rule for cases where police did nothing wrong at the
time of the search.

Cullen v. Pinholster:  U. S. Supreme Court review of a Ninth
Circuit ruling voiding the death sentence of a habitual criminal
who killed a man during a home burglary in Los Angeles.
Witnesses, physical evidence, and Scott Pinholster’s own incrimi-
nating statements resulted in his conviction for the 1982 murder.
At the sentencing hearing in 1984, Pinholster’s mother testified to
his difficult childhood and emotional problems, which led to his
commitment to a mental hospital at age 12.  In spite of this, the jury
unanimously sentenced him to death.  Over the next 25 years,
Pinholster’s claim, that his attorney failed to present enough
evidence of his mental problems at the sentencing hearing, was
reviewed six times.  It was rejected three times by the California
Supreme Court.  In 2003, the Federal District Court accepted it,
after considering new psychiatric theories not presented in state
court.  In 2008, a three-judge Ninth Circuit panel overturned the
District Court ruling and reinstated the sentence.  In 2009, a larger
en banc Ninth Circuit panel voided the sentence, finding the
California Supreme Court decisions unreasonable.  CJLF has
joined the case to argue that the rulings of the en banc panel and the
District Court violated federal law by considering evidence not
presented in state court.  The two courts also failed to give required
deference to the state court holding.
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went to Rogers’ home because they believed he had stolen belong-
ings from one of them.  They beat Rogers until he bled, stripped
him, bound him in duct tape, placed him in the trunk of a car,
drove him to a remote location, and forced him to march up a hill
at gunpoint.  Moore then shot Rogers through the temple.  The
next day a passerby discovered the body.  The gun used in the
killing was a single action revolver, which must be cocked before
it will fire.  Moore confessed shooting Rogers to his older brother,
Raymond, and to his stepbrother’s girlfriend, Debbie Ziegler.

Two weeks after the killing, Moore and one of the accomplices
visited the police station to talk about the crime.  At the station,
officers informed the pair that one of the other accomplices in-
volved had already been arrested.  After being informed that he
was not under arrest, Moore was read his Miranda rights, and he
initially asked for an attorney.  Later, Moore returned to the sta-
tion after talking with his brother.  He agreed to talk after the de-
tective told him that if he told the truth, he would give him a fair
shake and verify with the district attorney “that he was not going
to turn around and jam you.”  Moore then confessed that he
helped kidnap Rogers and was holding the gun when Rogers was
shot, but he claimed that the gun had fired accidently.  He later
stated that he believed that the detective’s assurance meant that
Rogers’ death would be considered an accident.

Moore was subsequently charged with murder.  Prior to trial,
Moore’s defense attorney negotiated an agreement with the dis-
trict attorney.  Moore would plead no contest to the kidnap and
unintentional killing of Rogers.  Under Oregon law, an uninten-
tional killing during the commission of a felony (felony murder) is
not eligible for a death sentence. If the case had gone to trial and
the jury did not believe Moore’s dubious accident claim, he could
have been convicted of aggravated murder.  That crime is punish-
able by death, life without parole, or life with parole eligibility
after 30 years.  Under the plea bargain, Moore was sentenced to a
straight 25 years in prison.

After his conviction and sentence were upheld on direct ap-
peal, Moore sought postconviction relief raising numerous claims
against his trial attorney, including that his attorney failed to con-
test the use of his confession, which he claimed he was tricked
into making by the police.  The state court denied the claim, not-

ing that it was unlikely that the motion to suppress the confession
would have been granted and that it would have been fruitless be-
cause Moore had already confessed to others who could have
been witnesses at trial.

On habeas corpus, the Federal District Court also denied the
ineffective assistance of counsel claim.  The court noted that a
motion to suppress Moore’s confession might have been upheld,
but it was unlikely to have affected the case because Moore had
confessed to the other witnesses.

Moore’s appeal of that holding to the Ninth Circuit was more
successful.  A 2-1 ruling authored by Judge Stephen Reinhardt re-
versed the District Court ruling.  The court’s holding was based on
the premise that if the motion to suppress the confession had been
made, it would have been upheld on the grounds that Moore was
in police custody when he asked for an attorney, and he was in-
duced into confessing.  Because of this, the court concluded that
Moore’s trial attorney had been ineffective, invalidating the con-
viction.

When the Supreme Court agreed to review that ruling, CJLF
introduced a scholarly amicus curiae brief pointing to several fun-
damental errors in the Ninth Circuit’s reasoning.  Had the case
gone before a jury, the fact that Rogers was shot point blank in the
temple, with a gun which had to be cocked before it could be fired,
would have been introduced as evidence.  Moore’s brother and his
stepbrother’s girlfriend would have been called to testify that he
admitted killing Rogers. The Supreme Court’s decision noted this.
Moore’s accomplices could have testified to his participation in
the kidnapping and his possession of the gun during the shooting.
Other evidence indicating the brutal details of the abduction
would also have been presented to the jury.  It is quite possible
that Moore would have been convicted of aggravated murder and
sentenced to death.

Finally, CJLF argued that the Antiterrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act of 1996 requires the federal courts to defer to a
state court decision unless it violates Supreme Court precedent or
unreasonably judges the facts based upon the evidence.

“This decision should be a warning to the federal courts not to
engage in unsupported speculation regarding what might have
happened had defense counsel done something differently,” said
Scheidegger.
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